
EZ-Lathe©

by Ti-Research

Custom design...

...in the palm of your hands

your distributor:

EZ-Lathe©  start-up kit

content of the start-up kit:

EZ-Lathe

waxblanks r, silver

waxblanks r, gold

waxblanks m, silver

waxblanks m, gold

1 piece

2 pieces

2 pieces

2 pieces

2 pieces

item no. 3250-00

US $ 49.00

EZ-Lathe© refill pack M

10 waxblanks m (massive), silver

content

4050-10

item no.

10 waxblanks m (massive), gold 4050-30

US $ 28.00

10 waxblanks r (ring), silver

content

4050-20

item no.

10 waxblanks r (ring), gold 4050-40

US $ 24.50

EZ-Lathe© refill pack R

NEW
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EZ-Lathe©

by Ti-Research

EZ-Lathe© is a new tool for flexshaft
or standard 2.35 mm micro-motor
handpieces. Accurate production of
filewax models for lost wax casting is
done easily with this versatile tool.

Starting from pre-fabricated cylinders
rotation-symmetric shapes are crea-
ted hassle-free in high quality at a
low price with common carving tools
similar to production with a lathe.

Besides production of concentric parts
the creation of excentric designs is easy
with the variable offset positioning fea-
ture of EZ-Lathe©.

The filewax blanks are supplied in two
versions: as cylinders with a 10 mm
center hole or as full blocks. Due to the
handy size and good accessibility of the
wax blanks high quality parts can be
done with a perfect surface finish.

EZ-Lathe© blanks are made of con-
ventional filewax allowing the use of
common tools and techniques for
further processing.

Unlike other tools EZ-Lathe© allows
the cut of outer and inner surface of
rings in one continuous workflow.
Finished parts are ready for the lost
wax casting procedure right off the
bench. A start-up kit is available to
evaluate the advances in daily work
for various applications.


